
Preface

This volume contains the papers presented at the 43rd IFIPWG6.1 International Confer-
ence on Formal Techniques for Distributed Objects, Components, and Systems (FORTE
2022), held as one of three main conferences of the 18th International Federated Confer-
ence on Distributed Computing Techniques (DisCoTec 2023) during June 19–23, 2023.
The conference was organized by the NOVA University Lisbon.

FORTE is a well-established forum for fundamental research on theory, models,
tools, and applications for distributed systems. It solicits submissions focused on foun-
dational aspects of distributed software systems, presenting approaches or tools to for-
mally model, soundly implement, and rigorously validate these demanding but ever
more necessary systems and applications. As our dependency on such software sys-
tems grows, also our responsibility as researchers grows to provide both trustworthy and
usable solutions.

The main topics of interest include:

– Language concepts for concurrency and distribution, supported by rigorous seman-
tics, well-supported pragmatics, and/or expressive illustrative use-cases.

– Analysis techniques, methodologies, and/or algorithms, using testing and/or verifi-
cation, to validate (aspects of) the soundness of various types of concurrent and dis-
tributed systems, including communication and network protocols, service-oriented
systems, adaptive distributed systems, cyber-physical systems, and sensor networks.

– Principles for qualitative and quantitative security analysis of distributed systems.
– Applications of formal methods and techniques for studying the quality, reliability,

availability, and safety of concrete distributed systems.We are especially interested in
“real-life” case studies and industrial applications involving real distributed systems.

– Emerging challenges and hot topics in distributed systems (broadly construed), such
as software-defined networks, distributed ledgers, smart contracts, and blockchain
technologies, etc.

Papers in three different categories were solicited: regular research papers, long tool
papers, and short papers describing innovative and promising ideas. For tool papers,
artefact submission was required, and artefact acceptance was mandatory. For regular
papers, artefact submission was also enabled.

The Program Committee received a total of 26 submissions, written by authors from
15 different countries. Of these, 13 papers were selected for inclusion in the scientific
program (an acceptance rate of 50 %). Each submission was single-blind reviewed by
at least three Program Committee members with the help of 15 external reviewers. In
addition, 4 description paper were submitted, and 3 of themwere accepted. These papers
aremarkedwith a badge in the proceedings. For the first time, FORTE introduced a partial
rebuttal phase, for papers that raised questions that the reviewers would like to clarify
before deciding about acceptance. The option to rebut was provided to the authors of 9
papers. The selection of accepted submissions was based on electronic discussions via
the EasyChair conference management system.
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As program chairs of FORTE 2022, we actively contributed to the selection of the
keynote speakers for DisCoTec 2023:

– Azalea Raad, Imperial College London, UK
– Frank Pfenning, Carnegie Mellon University, USA
– Peter Pietzuch, Imperial College London, UK

We are most grateful to Azalea Raad for accepting our invitation to be the FORTE-
related keynote speaker. This volume contains the abstract of her talk entitled “Principles
of Persistent Programming”.

Wewish to thank all the authors of submitted papers, all the members of the Program
Committee for their thorough evaluations of the submissions, and the external reviewers
who assisted the evaluation process. We would also like to express our appreciation to
the Steering Committee of FORTE for their advice and suggestions. Last but not least,
we thank the DisCoTec General Chair, Carla Ferreira, and her organization team for
their hard, effective work in providing an excellent environment for FORTE 2023 and
all other conferences and workshops.

June 2023 Marieke Huisman
António Ravara




